At times we resume our tradition of looking back at the most important events and developments related to our community that happened a year or two ago. This time we do this with mixed feelings, even with a rather heavy heart. On one hand, we can repeatedly report success stories such as the continuing growth of our scientific community mirrored by the growth of the membership of our Society associated with the growing acceptance of scientometrics/informetrics outside our community. The piece by Glänzel & Chi (2023) in this Newsletter issue (p. 8–11) may just give an example for this. In the previous issues of the Newsletter, we could also report about successfully organised international conference workshops, which could be held despite the challenge of the COVID-19 pandemic.
pandemic. But these positive developments are unfortunately overshadowed by severe losses to our community. And so again, we had mourned the death of great pioneers and leaders of our field, esteemed colleagues and friends.

After we had the sad duty to report the passing away of Henk Moed (1951-2021) in October 2021 (ISSI Newsletter, 21 (4), 2021, p. 62–64), we also had to say good-bye to Donald deB. Beaver (1936–2022), who passed away in February last year at age of 85. Donald was member of the Williams College Faculty and was renowned for his work in the history of science, but joined also the scientometrics community as early as in the 1960s and 1970s with his famous studies of collaboration in science (jointly with Price and Rosen). The community considered him one of the fathers of collaboration studies, but he dealt with many other topics as well. In the present millennium, he joined the CollNet network and played an active part in this community until his retirement in 2016.

In the last 2022 issue we had to publish the obituary for Tibor Braun (1932-2022), the founder of the international scientific journal Scientometrics and one of the last polymaths in the field of scientometrics (ISSI Newsletter, 18 (3–4), 2022, p. 34–35).

Just some weeks ago, we received the sad news that Loet Leydesdorff (1948–2023) passed away in March 2023. In this issue too, we will commemorate life and work of this world-renowned scholar and outstanding member of our community. An obituary is part of this Newsletter issue and can be found on p. 3–4.

Despite introducing this first 2023 issue on a sad note, we have also the opportunity to briefly report on new community events and scientific results in this issue as well. And there is another comfort: After nearly two-year pandemic lock-downs, we got the opportunity to meet and travel again so that we are looking forward to meeting each other in person at the upcoming ISSI Conference in Bloomington in July 2023.
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A towering intellect combining knowledge from a huge variety of scientific fields, Loet Leydesdorff developed a unique approach in which he combined communication and information theory and empirical philosophy of science with a keen interest in innovation and measurement. His research programme, which he summarized near the end of his career in the open-access publication “The Evolutionary Dynamics of Discursive Knowledge” (Leydesdorff 2021), consisted of three themes: 1) the dynamics of science, technology, and innovation; 2) the scientometric operationalization and measurement of these dynamics; and 3) the Triple Helix of university-industry-government relationships. He was a distinguished scholar, teacher, and professor at the University of Amsterdam, renowned for his groundbreaking research.

Born on 21 August 1948 in Jakarta (Indonesia), Leydesdorff studied chemistry (1969), biochemistry (1972), and philosophy (1977). In 1972, he started as a teaching assistant at the University of Amsterdam and obtained his Ph.D. in sociology in 1984. He went on to become a professor at the University of Amsterdam, where he worked tirelessly for more than three decades. He was also a prolific author and researcher, publishing more than 900 articles and books that have had a significant impact on the fields of communication and scientometrics, including “The Challenge of Scientometrics,” (Leydesdorff 1995; 2001).

Leydesdorff’s work stands out for its novel interdisciplinary approaches, using tools and methods from a variety of fields to gain insights into complex systems. He was a pioneer in the use of network analysis to study scientific communication, and his work on the “Triple Helix” model of innovation together with Henry Etzkowitz has had a seminal and lasting impact on both innovation...
for Information Science and Technology for his outstanding contributions to the field of information science (2016).

In addition to his many accomplishments, Leydesdorff remained deeply humble and approachable, always willing to share his knowledge and expertise with colleagues and students alike. Google Scholar registers more than a hundred co-authors, but his influence reached much wider through his tireless participation in hundreds of conferences, seminars, and his generous supervision of new generations of scholars and scientists (four of his Ph.D. students became professors in their own right). In this way, he made connections with hundreds of colleagues and students around the world. He will be remembered not only for his groundbreaking research, but also for his generosity, kindness, openness, and unwavering commitment to the pursuit of knowledge.


The 28th Nordic Workshop on Bibliometrics and Research Policy (NWB2023) is scheduled from October 11-13, 2023. The Department of Communication and Learning in Science at the Chalmers University of Technology will host the NWB2023 in Gothenburg, Sweden.

This workshop has been a consistent and enduring practice within the bibliometrics community for nearly three decades. The aim of this workshop is to bring together policymakers, library directors, bibliometric analysts, library professionals, PhD and postdoctoral students in bibliometrics, and researchers in library and information science and other relevant fields. It aims to promote the convergence of bibliometric research with research policy, highlight the latest bibliometric research activities from the Nordic region and beyond, and

From 1996 to 2001, the Nordic Workshop on Bibliometrics was held with the aim of providing a forum for researchers and practitioners to discuss and exchange knowledge on bibliometrics. This series of workshops proved to be instrumental in advancing the field, as well as fostering collaboration among Nordic countries. Following the success of the initial workshops, the Nordic Workshop on Bibliometrics and Research Policy was launched in 2002 and has continued to the present day. This expanded forum not only covers bibliometrics, but also addresses broader research policy issues such as research evaluation and impact assessment.

Participants who wish to present their research with a Nordic audience and beyond are encouraged to submit a 250-word abstract. If an abstract is accepted, the authors (at least one) must register for the event and attend the workshop in person. The workshop is open to participants worldwide and will be conducted in English. There is no cost associated with registration; however, participants must cover their travel and accommodation expenses. More information is available at https://nwb2023.lib.chalmers.se.

**IMPORTANT DEADLINES**

- Submission of abstracts: 19 May
- Notifications of acceptance: 21 June
- Opening of registration: 22 June

**NOTA BENE**

The workshop will only be able to accommodate the **first 100** registered participants. The organisers therefore highly encourage interested individuals to register as soon as possible to secure their spot. A no show-up fee of 200 Euro + VAT will be invoiced to registered participants not showing up at the workshop.
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Derek John de Solla Price (1922 – 1983) is the well-known “father of scientometrics”. He began his scientific career as a physicist, turned historian of science, and as such became involved in scientometrics. For a full description of his life, we refer to (Yagi et al., 1996).

In several cultures, people use a middle name between the first (given) name and the family name, the former American president John Fitzgerald Kennedy being a prime example. Occasionally this middle name is chosen by the individual themselves. This was the case for D.J. Price who himself decided to use the name of his mother as a middle name, and hence became known as Derek John de Solla Price. Garfield (1980) describes the origin of Price’s name and the problems the Science Citation Index had with handling his name.

In the Web of Science Price’s name is in most cases correctly written as Price, * (where * stands for anything). Yet, searching for cited work: Little Science, Big Science … and Beyond, combined with Publication Year: 1986 yields 33 variations, of which the one that is by far cited the most is Solla Price, *. I note that Price de Solla, * is cited 9 times.

Being emerged in this, I checked my own book Becoming Metric-Wise, (2018) written in collaboration with Leo Egghe and Raf Guns, and found, to my great surprise that Price’s works were mentioned in the reference list as Price de Solla, D.J. How was that possible? I checked the manuscript we submitted to Chandos and found – correctly - Price, D.J. de Solla. Hence, the person who handled our book manuscript at Chandos must have decided that they know better, and later we (the authors) did not spot the error while proofreading.

As a reviewer, I often see de Solla or Solla as Price’s name in an alphabetic reference list. May I ask my colleagues to avoid this mistake, and ... proofread attentively.
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THE SCIENTOMETRICS PERSPECTIVE

Different fields have different standards as their research communities may have their own, different communication cultures. It is known that scholarly and, more generally, scientific communication considerably differs from those in the sciences. This simple truth has resulted in many initiatives on the part of the scientometricians to overcome the observed problems but also in much frustration as the question arose of in how far research output is quantifiable at all to serve as input of measurement let alone in the context of research evaluation. Most of the known issues have become almost commonplaces: The different publication types and venues, the publication language, the different role that citations play, information sources and targets in the humanities that often considerably deviate from those in the sciences and even from those in many fields of the social sciences. The final knock-out for bibliometricians was probably the insufficient coverage of available data sources, which, in many fields of the humanities, resulted in an inadequate and certainly not representative basis for measurement and the indispensable benchmarking exercises. Furthermore, research work in humanities does not only manifest itself in publications in journals, conference proceedings, book chapters or monographs.

Scientometrics initiatives comprised, for instance, suggestions for improving the coverage of underlying data and extending the metrics to be applied to measure research activity and impact. This was, of course, based on appropriate scientometrics studies on how to cope with the challenges arising from the attempts to measure research in the social sciences and, most notably, in the humanities (Glänzel & Chi, 2019). However, broadening the cov-
average of bibliographic databases (Martin et al., 2010; Lauer, 2016) or using alternative metrics did not prove a satisfactory remedy to encompass all or at least most typical research activities and manifestations of their impact either. The reception of these solutions by the respective communities was therefore rather restrained, if not sceptical.

THE COMMUNITIES’ PERSPECTIVE

On the other hand, one should not forget that this unsatisfactory situation also forced the respective communities to come up with their own initiatives. There were several reasons, such as the changing publication strategies, or moving away from their traditional communication patterns. Thus, there is an increasing share of publications in journals in humanity disciplines, where this is rather untypical or at least less frequent, and possibly even more in English. Another important reason for these initiatives was the deficiency these communities perceived, because their fields have become excluded from bibliometric studies and the quantitative input for evaluation exercises, or somewhat isolated from other fields. We just mention two examples as pars pro toto. As early as in 2010, a conference was organised in Bern to pave the way for possible application of scientometrics methods to the evaluation of research in Law. Scientists in the field had recognised and discussed the necessity and methods of research evaluation including appropriate metrics in their field (Lienhard & Amschwand, 2010).

Other communities have adopted and incorporated scientometrics/informetric models and method into their disciplines, of course, not always in an evaluative context but substantiating the usefulness of bibliometricians’ research and results. In this context, we would like to refer to musicology, namely the analysis of classical composers’ similarity, differentiation and evolution (Georges, 2017; Georges & Nguyen, 2019; Georges & Seckin, 2022) or to (quantitative) linguistics (Popescu & Altmann, 2006; 2007), where the well-known h-index model has been further elaborated for the use in linguistics. We just mention in passing, that this elaboration proved useful for scientometrics as well (Glänzel & Hefner, 2019) – a clear case of interdisciplinary cross-fertilisation.

But coming back to the above-mentioned issues in the quantification of humanities research. Most recently, the question of the observed or at least assumed relative isolation of research in philosophy was addressed and tackled (Chi & Conix, 2022; Conix, Lemeire & Chi, 2022). Philosophers raised long-standing questions about the isolation of philosophy, which were ultimately answered through the cooperation between philosophers and bibliometricians utilizing customized bibliometric methods. These studies empirically test whether certain parts of academic philosophy are highly isolated from other fields of academic research or even from the broader public, and more specifically, whether LEMM (Philosophy of Language, Epistemology, Mind and Metaphysics) is more isolated than Philosophy of Science and Philosophy of Value Theory. The basic assumption was confirmed that LEMM or the so-called core philosophy is more isolated than other subfields with stronger relations between other science fields.

In these two studies, the database selection highlights the limitations of common bibliometric databases in terms of their coverage of philosophy papers. Furthermore, the applied bibliometric methods were developed through long and profound interactions between scholars from the two distinct fields, improving the method developments in both fields. This innovative collaboration not only demonstrates the philosophers’ aspiration to integrate scientometric methods into their discipline, but also highlights the positive feedback and acceptance received from both communi-
ties through several seminars, conferences and authorized journals. In general, the discussion surrounding the presentation of these papers is stronger and more motivating in the field of philosophy. The increasing interest of bibliometrics methods is also evident in other qualitative works undertaken by philosophers (see Massey, 2014; Noichl, 2021; Bonino et al., 2022). It is obvious that scientometric methods would contribute to structure a field in humanities and provide creative solutions to longstanding questions within the field.

It is worth noting that the degree of acceptance for adopting and developing bibliometric and quantitative methods in philosophy studies is much higher than that for applying bibliometric methods in evaluations within the field. For instance, Feenstra and López-Cózar (2022) revealed negative feedback from philosophers regarding the use of bibliometric indicators as a preferred criterion of quality for researchers. These two applications of scientometrics follow distinct developmental trajectories and may receive varying levels of support and resources.

This kind of intention to apply quantitative methods could be anticipated in other fields within the humanities, given that more and more humanists are open to these methods, as evidenced by the examples mentioned above. The field, which was previously isolated from new solutions, is finding quantitative methods increasingly engrossing.

**SOME CLOSING WORDS**

The above examples substantiate what Lienhard and Amschwand (2010) concluded for the research assessment in Law, namely that the responsibility for the creation and development of appropriate data sources and instruments, which are taking the peculiarities of research in these fields into account, cannot be left to the bibliometricians and evaluation experts alone. Besides the scientometricians’ interest in extending metrics to the social sciences and humanities, scientists in humanities too have recognised and experienced the need for adopting and developing quantitative methods to their disciplines for at least one decade. Whenever scientometricians and humanities scholars together come up with true interdisciplinary solutions, this common tread could contribute to decrease the perceived or perhaps real relative isolation.
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